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Interactions between laminar thermal natural convection plumes generated by 
line and concentrated heat sources were experimentally investigated with a 
Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Adjacent plane plumes were found to interact 
more strongly than axisymmetric plumes a t  the same spacing. These flows with 
nominally free boundaries were also found to be affected by nearby surfaces 
which interfered with the supply of entrainment fluid. Several types of inter- 
ference with plume entrainment were investigated. The nature of the interacting 
flows suggests a model which is successful in interpreting the mechanism. An 
application of the effects of plume interaction is discussed. 

1. Introduction 
I n  our earlier studies of the flow and stability of freely rising laminar thermal 

plumes (Lieberman & Gebhart 1969; Gebhart, Pera & Schorr 1970; Schorr & 
Gebhart 1970; Pera & Gebhart 1971), it was apparent that it is usually not a 
simple matter to achieve steady and vertical plume flows. These relatively weak 
flows were repeatedly seen to be affected by even very small disturbances in the 
laboratory. Also, the proximity of surfaces was found to have a very large 
influence. Presumably most such effects interact with the plume through its 
inevitable induced entrainment. I n  fact, the experimental investigation of 
Lieberman & Gebhart concerned the interactions of plumes in various arrays 
and at relatively close spacing. 

Free-boundary buoyant flows are very common both in technology and in the 
environment. However, in many circumstances they occur multiply and their 
interactions and the consequences thereof are of fundamental importance. We 
have carried out an experimental study to determine something of the nature of 
such interactions. We have studied interactions between pairs of equal and 
unequal plane plumes and between a single plane plume and both vertical and 
curved surfaces. We have also studied pairs and groups of axisymmetric plumes. 
These observations also relate to our recent studies (Pera & Gebhart 1972, 1973) 
of flows generated adjacent to surfaces which have configurations leading to 
phenomena similar to flow separation. 

Interaction characteristics were visualized and measured from interferograms 
17-2 
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of the flow. The plane flows were generated by horizontal electrically heated wires 
and the axisymmetric ones by gas flames. 

Most past studies of the interaction of free-boundary flows have concerned the 
interaction of a jet with nearby surfaces (Bourques & Newman 1960; Korbacher 
1962; Sawyer 1963; Reba 1966; and others). Jets were early found to be deflected 
towards surfaces. With appropriate surface arrangements it was even found 
possible to turn a high velocity jet through an angle of 180". Some theories and 
correlations have been proposed and interesting applications have arisen. The 
attachment of a two-dimensional jet to a neighbouring surface was found to be 
associated with the entrainment of surrounding fluid by the jet. Interaction 
between adjacent jets was studied by Miller & Comings (1960). Theoretical and 
experimental results were given for a dual jet. 

In  the recently much increased study of buoyancy-induced flows, especially 
of those concerned with atmospheric phenomena and those occurring in the 
enclosures we frequent, in processing and in bodies of water, it has become 
apparent that these weak flows are subject to very subtle effects. The con- 
sequences may often be very important. Man is protected in extremely cold 
environments because the heat released by the human body generates a natural 
convection layer, a thermal blanket. This remains attached to his body in spite 
of its irregular geometry. Attached natural convection flows also play an impor- 
tant role in the control of temperature and in the metabolism of plants. Circula- 
tions in enclosures heated a t  concentrated locations seem very complicated. In  
these experiments we attempted to determine something quantitative about the 
interactions which arise in several sufficiently well-defined and simple 
circumstances. 

2. The experiments 
In  our initial investigation of the interaction between two-dimensional, or 

plane, thermally induced natural convection plumes, we used a horizontal array 
of seven parallel electrically heated nichrome wires approximately 18 cm long, 
0.25 mm in diameter and spaced a t  1.42 cm. Resistors in series with each wire 
permitted variation of the power delivered to each individual heat source from 
zero to a maximum level of about 73*0W/m. This plume-array assembly was the 
one used by Lieberman & Gebhart (1969) for the study of heat-transfer and 
temperature distributions a t  and above an array of heated elements, for various 
orientations of the array. 

We also report on interactions between axisymmetric plumes. Point-source 
plumes were generated by the heat released in burning methane gas at  the exits 
of small vertical capillary tubes, of external diameter 1.02 mm. The amount of 
gas supplied was small and the diffusion flame length was never greater than 
about 0.5 cm. Axisymmetric plumes above heat sources of finite area were 
generated by burning gas above small Bunsen burners. The gas was not premixed 
with air. It is assumed that combustion and the gas exit velocities from the 
capillary tube did not have an appreciable effect, and that the resulting plume 
flow was similar to that which would result from a purely thermal source. This is 
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the method used by Yih (1952) in studying the free convection due to  a point 
source of heat. 

A 20 cm Mach-Zehnder interferometer was used to visualize the temperature 
fields above the heat sources. For a two-dimensional field of span 18cm, the 
interferometer sensitivity was approximately 3.4 "C per fringe. No similarly 
simple interferometric constant applies for axisymmetric flows. The interfero- 
meter light source used was an iodine-quartz lamp provided with a green 
interference filter. To facilitate distance estimation, the pictures were taken with 
a grid of fine wires, of separation 0.51 cm, in the background. 

3. The observed phenomena 
The qualitative results of this study clearly indicate some very interesting 

interaction mechanisms between rising plumes, as well as between a single plume 
and adjacent surfaces. Adjacent flows and surfaces may greatly modify a 
buoyancy-induced flow. 

Figure 1 (plate 1) shows, for reference, a single plane laminar plume in air at 
atmospheric pressure. Such flows are quite steady in the absence of external 
disturbances. However, even the single plume shows, by its slight inclination, 
some interaction. Por air (Pr = 0.7)  the extent of the temperature field is 
approximately the same as that of the velocity field and the plume seen corre- 
sponds to essentially the whole flow field. The interference fringes are approxi- 
mately isothermal contours. 

Figures 2, 3 and 4 (plates 2 , 3  and 4) show the interaction between two plumes 
of equal strength for three increasing wire lengths, about 6.4, 18 and 30.5 cm, 
each for five source spacings. All plumes had an equal heat input per unit span 
of 73.0 W/m. They were generated in a large isolated enclosure 69 x 69 x 84 em 
high. The five spacings used are listed in the captions along with other experi- 
mental conditions. At larger spacings and for the shorter wire lengths we see 
that the interaction between the plumes is weaker: that the plumes travel further 
before merging. This distance sharply decreases as the spacing is reduced or the 
wire length is increased. In  all cases the merging is almost immediate at  the 
closest spacing. We shall see that the length becomes an important parameter in 
the interaction, through entrainment by the plume flow. Figure 5 (plate 5) shows 
the interaction of a strong and a weak plume. The stronger one remains almost 
unaffected and the other is dominated by its presence. 

For the above observations the incoming flow from below the wire array was 
not impeded. Figure 6 (plate 6) shows, for plumes of equal strength, the inter- 
action when the induced flow, coming up from below, was partially restricted by 
an impermeable adiabatic surface located about 0.64 cm below, and parallel to,  
the plane of the wires. The interaction is different and merging is very much 
more rapid. 

The effect of a nearby vertical surface on plume flow is shown in figure 7 
(plate 7).  The flow induced from below was not restricted. The distances between 
the heat source and the vertical wall were half those between the two heat sources 
for the plumes of equal strength in figure 3, the span of the wall being the same as 
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FIGURE 8. Inclination (from vertical) of a plane plume of strength Q caused by the presence 
of a second plume of fixed strength Qref at several spacings. Qref = 73.0 W/m. One 
interval = 1.42 em. 
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FIGURE 9. Inclination (from vertical) of a plane plume of strength Q caused by the presence 
of a vertical surface a t  several spacings. Q,,, = 73.0 W/m. One interval = 1.42 cm. 
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that of the heat sources. We see, by comparison, that  the effect of a wall on 
inclination is about the same as the effect of another plume of equal strength 
twice as far away. The wall restricts the entrainment flow on one side of the plume 
and causes the plume to be inclined towards the surface. 

The characteristics of such plume interactions are seen in figures 8 and 9, 
where the angles of inclination from the vertical are plotted for the plume-plume 
and plume-wall interaction, respectively. The inclinations plotted in figure 8 are 
those of the smaller of two unequal plumes, for seven different smaller-plume 
strengths and for three different spacings. One interval is 1.42cm. The large 
plume was at a fixed strength of 73.0 W/m throughout. I n  figure 9 the inclination 
change with increasing power is shown for different spacings from a vertical 
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FIGURE 11. Plane-plume interaction. 

surface. The angle of inclination is seen to be much greater a t  lower spacings for 
both configurations and especially so when a weak plume interacts with a stronger 
one. We shall present our extensive data on unequal plumes in detail in a later 
publication. 

Figure 10 (plate 8) shows interferograms of the flow in the presence of an 
adjacent half-cylindrical surface, a t  several spacings. The plume is seen to 
approach, become attached to and turn with the surface, even following it to the 
top a t  close spacing. This behaviour may be compared with the bending of a jet 
by an adjacent surface. However, in buoyancy-induced flows the turning while 
attached is apparently limited by buoyancy to about 90’. 
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FIGURE 12. Measured mid-plane temperature decay for the interacting plane plumes in 
figures 3 ( b )  and (c). (b )  n, left plume; 0, right plume. (c) m, left plume; 0 ,  right plume. 

4. Entrainment prediction of interaction 
The experimental results for the interaction of relatively free plumes, of con- 

stricted ones and of a plume near an impermeable wall all suggest that the basic 
mechanism is the limitation or restriction of the flow which supplies the fluid 
entrained downstream by the plume. This is the natural convection equivalent 
of a Coanda effect. The demands of entrainment cause a flow inducing pressure 
inhomogeneity in the external fluid, especially on the constricted side. However, 
close similarity ends there. I n  forced flow, the jet momentum is the agency which 
induces this pressure field. I n  buoyancy-induced flows it is, apparently, the com- 
ponent of the buoyancy force normal to the principal flow direction that causes 
the pressure difference which drives the flow of the external fluid which will 
eventually be entrained. 

We here develop a theory for the idealized interaction shown in figure 11. An 
inviscid expression relates the induced flow of velocity U in the region between 
the plumes to the difference between the dynamic pressure pi there, and the 
dynamic pressure p ,  in the ambient external medium. The difference pm -pi 
arises from the cross-plume component of the buoyancy force. Then, through 
continuit,y considerations, we relate U to the entrainment rate v(c0) required by 
each plume on the side of the interaction, in the region 0 6 x 6 xf. 

The use of a boundary-layer similarity formulation for these inclined plumes 
initially appears justified from several separate considerations. First, we can see 
in figures 2-4 that the inclined plumes, especially those a t  the larger spacings, 
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have essentially straight centre-lines. They are nearly plane plumes. Second, the 
measured downstream decay of the midplume temperature to - t ,  was found to 
be approximately as x-j. This is the decay predicted by analysis for vertical plane 
plumes and corroborated through measurements, e.g. by Schorr 85 Gebhart 
(1970). However, measured temperature levels are always appreciably lower than 
those calculated. The collectmion of our present data given in figure 12 shows about 
the same decay and is similarly below the theory. 

Therefore, we treat these inclined flows as vertical ones, with the buoyancy 
force gpp(t - t,) in the Grashof number Gr, reduced by a factor cos 8. The 
following similarity transformation is well known (see Gebhart et al. 1970) as 
specialized to a plane plume. The co-ordinates, velocities, etc., are defined in 
figure 11. 

u = $ y ,  v = - $  y' $ = vc(x)f(99, 9(r) = 0 - tm,/cto- L ) 7  r = b(x)y, 

g/3x3(to - t,) cos 8 
V2 

G 
where c(x)  = G, b(x) = - 

4s' 9 

to - t ,  = hTx-%, 

The solutions, in terms of the stream and temperature functions f and 4, are 
known for many values of the Prandtl number Pr. 

The local (at x) dynamic pressure difference immediately across the boundary 
region of a plume is denoted aspmb -pib. This difference is taken to be the result of, 
or the balance for, the cross-plume buoyancy component gp/3(t - t,) sin 6' inte- 
grated across the boundary region. With boundary-layer approximations, this 
becomes, in terms of usual quantities, 

Apb = pm?j(x) -pib(x) = pgp(t  - ta )  sin dy 

This difference Apb differs from p w  -pi = Ap, defined above, by an amount of 
the order of the dynamic pressure characteristic of the normal velocity com- 
ponent ZI(CO) of the fluid drawn in by the plume flow for entrainment. Now the 
normal component of velocity is given by -V(CO)  = (3v/5x) Gj(~~)cc x-9. The 
equivalent dynamic pressure, divided by Apb, for ccmparison, becomes 

This is of order l /G  and may be neglected, to our approximation, and Aj9b may 
be taken as Ap. (Note that the w(00) effects on opposite sides are opposite and 
would tend to cancel.) 

Another question is whether the presence of Ap.c G3/x2, and the x variation i t  
may have, will have an important effect on the plume flow. The characteristic 
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buoyancy-induced velocity U, is seen from the formulation to be proportional 
to  G2/x. The dynamic pressure associated with it, which is of first order, is 
G41x2. The ratio of Ap to this is again 1/G and, therefore, negligible. Thus, we 
formulate the plume flow as that of a plane plume in an inviscid region of zero 
dynamic pressure, but with a reduced buoyancy force. 

Now, considering the inviscid induction of fluid up from below and into the 
region between the plumes, we may write down the Bernoulli equation. We shall 
assume that both pi and U are uniform across the space between the plumes a t  
any given height, i.e. pi(x) and U ( z ) .  The result is 

pu t  v2 a, 

a 2 8x2 0 
p -p. = __ = G3tanO/ $dvccx-*. 

Recall that Ap = Apb. 
We have the surprising result, since G K  xg, that Ucc x-A. Given this very weak 

variation, we shall approximate U throughout the region between the plumes by 
its average value calculated over 0 Q x < xf using (1): 

where Gf = Gxr. 
This estimate applies over the area across which the fluid to be entrained enters 

the region between the plumes. This area is estimated as A = 2sL + 2hs, where 
L is the equal span of the two plumes, s is half their spacing and h is defined in 
figure 11 .  We note here that this is a systematic over-estimation of A because it 
ignores the plume thickness. The flow rate OA supplies the combined entrain- 
ment LV by the two plumes on their inside faces, which is calculated from vfm) as 

- V ( C O )  dx = 2 v L G f f ( m )  (3)  

and AU = 2s(L+h) U = LV = 2vLGff(m). (4) 

Noting that tan 0 = s/h and that x; = s2 + hz the above relation between Gf and 
h/s becomes 

This may be written in terms of a more convenient Grashof number based 011 Q 
and s defined as follows: 

GY-& = ( ~ / ? s ~ Q / ~ v ~ ) ) ;  == GQ, 

for which 

where 
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FIGURE 13. Comparison of theory and data, without the end-flow area effect 1 + h/L. 
0, data from figure 2 ; A, data from figure 3 ; 0, data from figure 4 ; A, data obtained by 
extrapolation from upper interferograms of figure 3; m, similar data from figure 4. 

is a non-dimensional measure of the rate of energy convection in the plume. The 
relation between GQ and h/s becomes 

[m(/r$dv) 1042 t i  ( - ) " ] ( l + g ) G & = P  
Pr I 

( 5 )  

The value of P is found from the results of Gebhart et ab. (1970) to be 1.11 for air 
(Pr = 0.7). 

The above relation for plumes of infinite span, i.e. h/L = 0, is plotted in figure 13 
as M us. h/s. The result is the solid curve. The dashed curve is the approximation 
resulting from neglecting 1-0 compared with h2/s2. Points determined from the 
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FIGURE 14. Comparison including the end-flow area, for the data of figures 2-4. + , data 
for equal but restricted plumes from figure 6 ;  x , data for plume-wall interaction from 
figure 7. Other symbols as in figure 13. 

data on figures 2-4 are seen to  lie a t  values of h larger than those predicted by 
the theory. The data are also scattered in terms of h/L, the disagreement being 
greater for plumes of smaller span L. These disagreements clearly suggest the 
importance of end flows. Retaining that term, i.e. 1 + h/L, in M ,  the theory and 
data are replotted in figure 14. This makes all the data at larger s closely follow 
a single trend, which parallels the theory. The experimental values of h/s are, 
remarkably, only about 25 yo below the theory. The results a t  very close spacing 
still lie above the theory. The interferograms suggest that these latter flows are 
far from a boundary-layer state. 

We might also expect that the plume-surface interaction shown in figure 7 is 
similar to  the interaction of equal plumes, except for the no-slip condition a t  the 
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surface. Data from figure 7 are also shown on figure 14. Interaction at larger 
values of s is seen to be quite similar to that between plumes and the agreement 
with the theory is again seen to be good. 

The interactions shown in figure 6, with an impermeable plane positioned 
a distance d below and parallel to the plane in which the plume sources lie, 
require a change in the flow area related to 8. The value 2s(L+h) was used 
before. Now the proper estimate is d(4s + 2L)  + 2hs. The resulting relation 
between GQ and h/s becomes 

The data for the interactions of figure 6 are also plotted in figure 14 as M us. hls. 
Again the data follow the same trend at  larger s. 

Our model is seen to be quite successful in bringing together all the data for 
flows at larger spacing. These appear to be more accurately of boundary-layer 
form. Thus, an entrainment limitation seems confirmed as the mechanism which 
controls plume interaction. The systematic 25% difference is thought to be 
related to approximations in our analysis. In  particular, the over-estimate in A 
would cause a difference in this direction. However, we have not made any 
quantitative calculations of this effect. 

5. Axisymmetric plumes 
Interferograms of the interaction of such plumes, generated by the combustion 

of methane in diffusion flames, over both point and disk heat sources are repro- 
duced in figures 15 and 16 (plates 9 and 10) respectively. The fringe patterns do 
not represent, as they do in two-dimensional flows, the actual temperature field 
or flow extent. Since the interferometer light beam crosses regions of varying 
depth and of non-uniform temperature, over the field, a point-by-point fringe- 
shift integration is needed to determine corresponding temperature distributions. 
In  addition, the gradients in chemical composition also cause index-of-refraction 
gradients. 

We see in figures 15 and 16 that the interaction of adjacent axisymmetric flows 
is much less profound than that found between plane flows, at the same spacing. 
This indicates that the presence of a flow restriction near an axisymmetric plume 
does not so severely restrict its entrainment mechanism. However, as for plane 
plumes, shortly after the plumes come in contact., the individual plumes are no 
longer distinguishable. Their combination will eventually become a single plume 
rising as if from a single source. 

Lieberman & Gebhart (1969), in studying heat transfer in an array of parallel 
heated wires, having the same energy input, found that the wires at the centre 
were cooler than those at the edges of the array. The analogy of this effect is 
apparent in our results and is very interesting. Adjacent plane plumes and walls 
suppress the lateral component of the flow of fluid for entrainment. Thus, a larger 
flow will be induced from the region below. The forced-flow aspect of this incoming 
flow is the cause of the increased heat-transfer coefficients found by Lieberman & 
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Gebhart for the wires in the centre of their array. An identical effect occurs with 
multiple point-source plumes. This is seen in the flame separation from the middle 
nozzle of the seven-plume array of figure 15. Higher heating rates in this configu- 
ration actually caused the flames from the central burners to blow out. 

6. Conclusions 
The foregoing observations clarify certain aspects of the interaction of multiple 

free-boundary buoyancy-induced flows. The postulate of the decisive influence 
of the entrainment mechanism is very well supported by the success of the 
approximate theory with different arrangements. 

Flow interaction between plumes has direct technological applications, e.g. in 
the design of an array of cooling towers. At present, when structural considera- 
tions limit the size and capacity of the towers, several of them may be needed for 
a single plant. They are usually widely spaced, apparently to eliminate any 
interaction. Flat areas are preferred to avoid any effects of adjacent slopes. Our 
experimental results suggest instead that a spacing which would enhance plume 
interaction might be more desirable. Interaction will generate a much stronger 
single plume, which will be able to rise higher in the atmosphere t,han the indi- 
vidual weaker plumes. The combined plume may be more resistant to side winds. 
It would perhaps sometimes penetrate an inversion layer. One might surmise that, 
if several towers were close together in a polygonal array, not only would a single 
strong plume form, but also the low pressure region formed in the inner core 
would offer interesting possibilities. This might be an optimum location for 
additional units at higher working efficiencies. Of course, a particular array might 
be optimized through appropriate combinations of wet, dry and forced towers. 

The authors wish to acknowledge support from the National Science Pounda- 
tion under Research Grant GK-18529 for this research, as well as the help of 
Mr Hussain Shaukatullah in interpreting the interferograms. 
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FIGURE 1. Single plane plurne in air at atrnosplicilc pressnrr. Wire length = 18 crn, wirc 
diametcr = 0.25 mm, lieat dissipated in tlie wire' = 73.0 W/m, approximate interfero- 
metric constant = 0.61 "C/frirlgr m, tlistaiice betw-ecn grid lirics = 0.63 em. 
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1Trc:rxic 2. Flo\v iritei:Letiori hct\\c.eri plane plumes of equal stieiigtli. ’lVire leiigtli = (i.4oii1, 
otlicr ~oiidttioiib its 111 figurcx 1. Distances betweell soilices are 8.48. 7.16. 4.29, 2.87 arid 
1.4% C I l l  respc~ctlvely. 
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Plate 5 

FIGURIC 5. F l o ~ v  i i i twtwbiori  t)c:t,;vccu plaiir. pluiiiev of nric.qiial strerrgtJi. Distance betwxen 
sources as in figure 2, other conditions as i n  figure 1 .  Heat dissipated in wires is 73.0 and 
2-95 Wlm respectively. 
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FICXJHE 7 .  Effect of an  adjacent vcrtical surface on plane-pliimc flow. Distances between 
wall arid l i w t  soi~rccs iwc’ 0.71, 1.42. 1.91, 2.62, 3 30 and 4.03 cm respectir-cly, othcr 
condit ions as in figurc 1. 
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FIGURE 16. Single and cornbitled axisymrnetric plumes ovcr point heat source in air a t  
atmospheric pressure. Distances between sources arc 2.84 a,nd 1.42 cm, diameter of 
sources = 0.51 mrn. 
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